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Number 8

“The Ascended Masters have spoken about the remarkable
changes in human psychology and needs that will occur
as we progress into the New Times.”
by Lori Adaile Toye
There are many aspects about the Golden City Vortices that the Ascended
Masters have shared with us. According to their prophecies and spiritual
teachings, each Golden City Vortex is not only a protected area to live in the
event of Earth Changes, they are also areas where major lei-lines of the
Earth’s Grid intersect and create an Energy Field. This Energy Field has a
certain structure and quality that is contained in every Vortex, but there are
also unique qualities that are contained and expressed in each individual
Golden City. Here is a quick review and description of the Five United States
Golden City Vortices:
1) GOBEAN: Arizona and New Mexico. Qualities: Personal transformation, harmony and peace. Master Teacher: El Morya. Ray
Force: Blue Ray.
2) MALTON: Illinois and Indiana. Qualities: Fruition and attainment of desires. Master Teacher: Kuthumi. Ray Force: Ruby
Ray.
3) WAHANEE: Georgia and South Carolina. Qualities: Freedom
and justice for humanity. Master Teacher: Saint Germain. Ray
Force: Violet Ray.
4) SHALAHAH: Montana and Idaho. Qualities: Personal healing,
abundance and prosperity. Master Teacher: Sananda. Ray Force:
Green Ray.
5) KLEHMA: Colorado, Kansas, Nebraska. Qualities: Balance, harmony and peace for Mother Earth and humanity. Master Teacher:
Serapis Bey. Ray Force: White Ray.
In the Earth Changes prophecies, the Ascended Masters have shared that
five population areas of the United States will emerge in the New Times.

“A Publishing and Educational Company that is
dedicated to disseminating the Ascended Masters’
message of Earth Changes Prophecy and Spiritual
Teachings for self-development.”

These population areas will center around the five Golden Cities. In the
New York Times bestseller, “The Roaring 2000’s,” author and economic
forecaster Harry Dent correlates this interesting prophecy in his chapter on
the next great population shift and real estate boom. He predicts that twelve
states are at the top to add population between the years of 1995 to 2015.
Interestingly, Arizona (Gobean) is number 4; Georgia (Wahanee) is number 5; North Carolina (Wahanee) is number 7; and Colorado (Klehma) is
number 8!
Dent’s provocative book also outlines the upcoming ‘Right Brain Revolution’ and correlates this shift in human development to four stages developed by the founding father of modern psychology, Abraham Maslow.
Maslow’s famous Hierarchy of Human Needs illustrates that as we move
from a survival stage, which focuses on basic needs such as food and
water, we become less need directed. We move to a second stage of consciousness, which is defined as belonging, socializing and building relationships with others. This outer-directed urge develops into the third stage
of self-esteem. At this level or stage of consciousness the individual is
focused upon self respect, achievement, status, recognition, attention and

A Frequently Asked Question

Question: Who and what are the Ascended
Masters?
An Ascended Master is a person who has gone
through the human evolutionary process and has
liberated from the need to reincarnate in a physical
body on Earth. Since they do not need to return to
the Earth Plane, they are free from duality and the
‘wheel of karma.’ Their evolution continues in other
dimensions, or ‘lokas’ of experience. Often, they
take on students (chelas) still learning in the
physical plane and become their Master Teacher.

Masters continue to have Master
Teachers and their teachers also
have teachers. Ascended Master
Jesus, who is also known as Lord
Sananda in his ascended state and
Kuan Yin, the Ascended Master and
Bodhisattva of Compassion are two
of Master Saint Germain’s teachers.
This educational and spiritual
lineage is the oldest on the planet
and predates all of the world religions.
Hindu classifications of stages of spiritual
advancement are documented in the Upanishads.
They are: Siddha (perfected being); Jivanmukta
(freed while living); Paramukta (Supremely Free-full
power over death). Often, when an Ascended Being
takes on a physical body to bring blessings to the
world he or she is known as an Avatar. The proof of
this perfected free body often casts no shadow, or
makes footprints. Such Masters never appear in the
gross public and have the power to become

(Continued on page 2)

invisible. It is said that Saint Germain often takes
the form of a beggar or old woman and is identified
by wearing a piece of violet-purple clothing.
Sananda once said that he is not limited by form
of any kind, therefore he may take on any form or
appearance necessary for the task at hand.
The Spiritual Hierarchy, sometimes referred to as
The Great White (Light) Lodge, is a fraternity of men
and women, composed of Ascended Masters and
their students dedicated to the universal spiritual
upliftment of humanity. Their chief desire is to
preserve the lost teachings and spirit of the ancient
religions and philosophies of the world. They are
also pledged to protect against systematic assaults
against individual and group freedoms that inhibit
the growth of self-knowledge, development and
personal choice. And, most importantly, their
mission is to re-awaken the dormant ethical and
spiritual spark that has almost disappeared among
the masses.

Original Map Of Earth Changes Prophecy

I AM America United States Map
“The best known and most detailed.”
~NEW AGE JOURNAL

ISBN: 1-880050-56-0

“I consider Lori Toye to be a prophet
and the real McCoy.”
~ART BELL
DREAMLAND RADIO TALK SHOW

This is the United States Earth Changes Map that the Ascended Masters showed Lori Toye in 1983. Since 1989 this important information
has been published and has helped thousands understand the message of prophecy and the Times Of Changes. This map will show you:







The New Bays & Coastlines Of The United States
The Prophesied Series Of Events
The New Weather Patterns
Polar Shifts & The New Equator
Future Population Centers
The Five New Spiritual Areas, (Golden City Vortexes)

This 24” x 28” map is printed in Soft Colors and is Beautifully Designed. (Many people comment about the beauty of this map and its
Ascended Master Radiance. Art Bell claims it is, “The most beautiful
thing I have ever seen.” It is perfect for gift giving and framing!) It is
printed on a heavy paper and is unfolded. Laminated and signed
posters are available on request. Shipped to you in a cardboard tube.
Order #001: I AM America Map .................. since 1989 only $15.00
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recognition, attention and leadership. At the
fourth and final, or highest stage that Maslow
observed is the inner directed consciousness of
self-actualization. Dent predicts that right now
we are witnessing the “Most massive advance in
human psychology and development in history,
but not without chaos and confusion,” as one of
the largest population groups, the Baby Boomers,
makes shifts into the higher Maslow stages.
Throughout all of the I AM America prophecies
and spiritual teachings, the Ascended Masters
have spoken about the remarkable changes in
human psychology and needs that will occur as
we progress into the New Times. Often, they simply call this, “The New Consciousness.” The energies of the Golden City Vortices also play a role
in assisting this awakening. Since each Golden
City has certain and subtle energies working
through specific Ray Forces and Ascended Masters, this assistance reinforces spiritual growth
and self-development to the higher, fourth level
Maslow stage of self-acutalization. It is then
prophesied that humanity will make a tremendous growth collectively and enter into a new
dimension of consciousness and expression beyond the four Maslow stages. This is what is
known as the Ascension Process.
Beyond the higher Maslow stages of human development, the Ascended Masters have shared
that existence is defined through Unity Consciousness or what they call the state of Unana.
In this higher state of consciousness, human cells
(DNA) becomes perfected and the light energy
within the body reaches a point where the light
bodies (aura) exceed the physical body. David
Hudson’s provocative research on superconductivity and the Miessner Field states, “You literally
light up the room when you walk in. You are a
light being, your mind is one with other people’s
minds. You literally know their thoughts and
they know your thoughts. You’re one mind and
you are one heart.” In the I AM America information, the energies of the Golden City Vortices,
when properly understood and applied, are
prophesied to propel consciousness through the
fourth and fifth dimensions where we can experience perfect telepathy; full use of the brain (we
only use 15%); physical regeneration; spontane-

ous healing; instant thought manifestation;
and bi-location. Beloved Sananda often reminds us, “The minutes and the seconds tick,
the Awakening is at hand. The time has come
for man to receive the gift!”
Golden Cities function like large, intentional
communities of electromagnetic energy. They
are very expansive, when compared to the size
of a town or city spanning almost 400 kilometers in diameter and over 200 miles high. Their
influence is not intended for a select or small
group. When understood in this context it is
clear that the energies of Golden Cities are
meant to influence many peoples, regardless
of race, nationality, gender or religious affiliation. But what exactly is an intentional community? Geoph Kozeny, community expert,
coordinator and writer for Communities
Magazine defines an intentional community
as, “A group of people who have chosen to live
together with a common purpose, working cooperatively to create a lifestyle that relects their
shared core values. The people may live together on a piece of rural land, in a suburban
home, or in an urban neighborhood, and they
may share a single residence or live in a cluster of dwellings.”
The history of intentional communities is extensive and not limited to 60’s drop out communes. They range from the Essenes, to 14th
century Hutterians, Amish, Quakers, artists,
back to the land survivialists - even the early
followers of Jesus banded together to simplify
their lives. One very interesting intentional
community of our times is the Findhorn Community located in northeast Scotland.
While the original founders, Peter and Eileen
Cady and Dorothy Maclean did not intend to
start a community in Findhorn, Morayshire,
they were brought together in 1962 as part of
their individual commitment to follow God’s
will. Once settled, their early work included
direct communication and cooperation with
the kingdoms of nature (devas and elementals)
that led to the development of their world-renowned gardens. David Spangler joined the
group in 1970 and soon the educational as(Continued on page 9)

Freedom Star World Map

ISBN: 1-880050-73-0

The Ascended Masters’ World Map Of Earth Changes, received through Lori
Adaile Toye. Depicting an inspiring blend of Geographical and Spiritual Prophecies, the Freedom Star World Map expertly charts the course of change for our
planet into the New Millennium. Learn about the prophecies that can change
your life in the times to come:






Global Warming
Worldwide Earthquakes On All Continents
The Eruption Of The Ring Of Fire
Continents Of The New Millennium
The 51 New Spiritual Centers Of The World!

This map is full color and 36” x 52”, shipped to you in a cardboard tube. Suitable for framing.
Order #004: Freedom Star World Map ................................................... $25.00

United States Earth Changes
Progression Prophecy

6-Map Scenario
The I AM America Map shows the United States after the
Earth Changes and the birth of the Golden Age, now you
can learn how the changes are prophesied to progress during the times to come! The 6-Map Scenario shows and
tells the story of the prophesied progression of Earth
Changes in the United States. Six different scenarios map
Earth Changes Progressions and prophetic possibilities
during the Times Of Changes. Updated Information includes:
 The Galactic Web
 The New Grand Canyon
 The New Dimensions
 Earth’s Grid & Planetary Ascension
 Specific Prophecies For Every Region Of The United
States
The cartographic art of I AM America has received nationwide recognition on NBC’s Ancient Prophecies, FOX’s
Sightings and Art Bell’s Dreamland. Full color, unique door
poster, 19” x 62”.
ISBN: 1-880050-13-7
Order #022
Six Map Scenario ......................................... $25.00
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Offering 20 New Releases!

Channeled Audios & Lectures
ASCENSIONwEARTH CHANGESwPROPHECYwREINCARNATIONwASCENDED MASTERSwSPIRITUAL
GROWTHwEARTH’S GRIDwTHE NEW CHILDRENwDIETwHEALTH & HEALINGwGOLDEN CITIESwVIOLET FLAME
ATLANTISwDIMENSIONSwTHE RAYSwANCIENT CULTURESwSHAMBALLAwTHE NEW TIMESwSOUL MATES
grid, lei-lines and alignment to the Amethyst
City, (Cuba). 22 Geophysical Ascension locations
during the ‘Times Of Changes.’
Order #72500..........$9.95
NEW! ALIGNMENT, NO. 1 Spiritual Teachings
and Prophecies Related To The 5/5/2000
Planetary Alignment Received through Lori
Adaile Toye, March 23, 2000. Human Light and
Sound Grids are accelerated through the
alignment of the ray forces. Question and
Answer topics include: Egyptian history and
hidden civilizations of other times. The final
wars on Ancient Atlantis. Earth Changes
Prophecies for Texas. Order #32300..........$9.95
NEW! ALIGNMENT, NO. 2 (Initiation)
Received through Lori Adaile Toye, May 11, 2000.
Saint Germain continues his discourse on the
importance of the 5/5/2000 planetary alignment
energy and the opportunity for spiritual
initiation. Spiritual teachings on alien genetics.
The ring of blue-flame angels - their divine
purpose and service. Question and answer
topics: Levels of initiation through migration to
the Golden Cities. Explanations of the five
initiations. Order #51100..........$9.95
NEW! ASCENSION INTRODUCTION
Received through Lori Adaile Toye, July 25, 2000.
(In the beginning of this tape, recording was
done in a room that had never before been used
for transmission work. Saint Germain purifies the
room with the Violet Flame. During the
channeling, nothing was thought about this as
many Master Teachers often adjust energy fields
to accommodate the situation and/or circumstances. Afterwards, in checking the recording, it
was noted that the energy adjustment affected
the recording process and this is detected in the
beginning of the tape. We decided to change
nothing on the tape and have left the subtle
imperfection in the recording for those who
have,”The ears to hear.”) Saint Germain shares
valuable information regarding the Ascension
Process and the purpose of Ascension Valley in
the I AM America Material (located in the
Shalahah Vortex in Idaho/Montana). Topics on
this tape include: The process of Ascension. A
decree for Ascension. The purpose of the
Golden City Of Shalahah. Decrees to enliven the
cells of the physical body. Ascension teachings
during the time of Atlantis. The Sun-God. The
culture of Atlantis. “Only like vibration can
understand like vibration.” The purpose of
Ascension Valley and other locations around the
world. Questions and Answer Topics: Earth’s

NEW! ASCENSION OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Received through Lori Adaile Toye, September 1,
2000. Saint Germain continues his instruction
on Ascension by giving careful and provocative
descriptions and teachings on the Emotional
and Mental bodies. Topics on this tape include:
A graduation of souls. Harnessing the energy of
the mind. Energetics of the Violet Flame.
Commanding a Ray Force into action. Questions
and Answer Topics: Ascension occurs when one
is sponsored by an Ascended Master.
Order #9100..........$9.95
NEW! ASCENSION THROUGH THE DIMENSIONS Received through Lori Adaile Toye,
November 16, 2000. Saint Germain continues his
instruction on the Ascension Process. This lesson
focuses on the dimensions and how they
interact with our body, thoughts and emotions.
Insights are given on the purpose of the Golden
City Vortices and their relationship to the overall
planetary preparation for Mass Ascension. Of
unique interest in this lesson is a chart through
which the Master Teacher explains dimensional
octaves and harmonics. Very interesting! Topics
include: Golden Cities bring a greater preparation of the physical body during the Ascension
process. The Eight-Sided Cell Of Perfection and
it’s interconnectivity to other dimensions. A
Violet Flame decree for Ascension.
Order #111600..........$9.95
THE COURAGE TO HEAL – An I AM America
Classic! Received through Lori Adaile Toye, June,
1993. Saint Germain and Sananda. Contains a
complete outline on the purpose of natural law
and the three Ascended Master Laws that lead
the chela to adeptship. Topics include:
Accepting responsibility. The Law Of Attraction.
Everything happens in it’s own order and time –
The Law Of Rhythm. The Law Of Surrender and
Non-Judgement. Teachings on the Law Of Love
by Sananda. A decree to increase abundance
and money. A decree for healing.
Order #007..........$9.95
EARTH HEALING / FORGIVENESS Bend,
Oregon, June 22, 1994. Received through Lori
Adaile Toye. A beautiful discourse, received in
ceremony, Saint Germain gives guidance on the
healing of the planet through the vehicle of
choice. Also, the law of forgiveness and the use
of the violet flame. Order #019..........$9.95
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NEW! FLOOD OF CONSCIOUSNESS - THE
GOLDEN RAY Received through Lori Adaile
Toye, March 30, 2000. Master Kuthumi prophesied the appearance of the Golden Ray and its
purpose is thoroughly examined in this
wonderful discourse with Master Teacher Saint
Germain. The Golden Ray is a new energy Ray
force that is activated at this time (through solar
flares) and will expand and evolve human
consciousness into the New Times. Topics
include: Decrees to enhance The Golden Ray
within your consciousness. Use of the Violet Ray
as preparation for the Golden Ray. The Golden
Ray and Alien visitors.
Order #33000..........$9.95
FOURTH DIMENSION / TEACHINGS ON THE
GOLDEN CITIES Received through Lori Adaile
Toye, November 1994 and July 1995. Saint
Germain’s teachings on the qualities of the
fourth dimension and the Golden Cities of the
New Times. Topics include: Alchemy in nature.
The effect of the Law Of Rhythm upon your
consciousness. Learning to become aware of
vibration. Reincarnation. The principle of
neutrality and it’s relationship to Ascension and
The Planetary Transition. The Five Golden Cities
of the United States and their relationship to
other power points of the world. Questions and
Answers: Ascended Masters taking on a body at
will. Vibration and its relationship to bi-location.
Golden Cities and their relationship to Fourth
Dimension and Mass Ascension. The aura and its
relationship to fourth and fifth dimension.
Insights on pets and their evolution.
Order #502..........$9.95
FREEDOM MESSAGE / THE GARDEN / TEACHINGS OF ONENESS Saint Germain, Sananda,
Mary, Archangel Crystiel. Received through
Lenard and Lori Toye, July 1993. Beloved Saint
Germain sends a call throughout the world to
expand the aggregate body of light. In our
freedom of service we learn of our destiny to
serve, known as the Law Of Form. Also, a
beautiful meditation with Sananda in the
infinite garden of the one life (Monad) and
teachings of healorship as participating
consciousness. The second tape introduces the
teaching of the mighty ONE, the Monad. Known
as teachings of the eighth octave, Archangel
Crystiel delivers a message of one with
perfection with the perfection of ONE.
Order #009..........$9.95
GOLDEN CITY NETWORK / BLUE FLAME OF
GOBEAN Received through Lori Adaile Toye,
June 1998. Rays of Shamballa are in each of the

Golden Cities by El Morya. Topics include: The
spiritual evolution of humanity. Ascension,
telepathic Oneness – Unity Consciousness. The
role of the Golden Cities. Time Compaction.
Golden Cities and the New Consciousness. A
new day! Teachings on the Blue Ray. Ray forces
and their scientific interaction from the Great
Central Sun to the Golden Cities. The sounds
(mantra) of Gobean. Spiritual insights on the
Blue Flame. Questions and Answers: Alignment
of the will, intention and the preparation of
consciousness. Inner change for constructive
change. Acceleration into the realms of light
and the Golden Cities. Order #550..........$9.95
NEW! GOLDEN RAY COMPASSION Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, June 22, 2000. The
Golden Ray continues it work on the Earth Plane
and moves humanity to greater states of
spiritual initiation through the development of
Compassion. The question and answer section
features very informative information on Twin
Rays, Soul Mates and Divine Compliments. Topics
include: Decrees to integrate the energies of the
Golden Ray. The interplay of past lives. Sananda
& Bhudda - Teachings Of Compassion. Consciousness is meant to grow beyond the limits of
the flesh. The Violet Flame and the Golden Ray
are given to assist humanity. Question and
answer topics: Two souls may help one another
on the path of Ascension. Releasing the Earthly
hold and embracing Ascension. The Violet Ray
and the Golden Ray working as Twin Rays.
Alignment to a Golden City and Golden City
Doorway through the astral body and chakra
system. Mind control and development of the
Will. “All control is God Control!” A decree to
overcome the effects of Mind Control.
Order #62200..........$9.95
NEW! GROWTH OF THE SOUL Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, March 3, 2000. Saint
Germain gives a discourse on the blessings of
the experience in this world. He outlines the
growth of the soul through the duality of life
and describes a technique of the Violet Flame to
transmute physical blocks.
Order #3200..........$9.95
IMMORTALITY OF CONSCIOUSNESS /
SHAMBALLA Received through Lori Adaile
Toye, Asotin, Washington, New Year’s Eve, 1993.
Saint Germain addresses levels of conscious
immortality and its relationship to physical
immortality. On Side B: A celebration at
Shamballa and an invitation to join in the joy of
perfect life. Order #020..........$9.95
NEW! INTEGRATING GOLDEN CITY
ENERGIES Received through Lori Adaile Toye,
May 19, 2000. This lesson gives further insight
into the Golden City Vortexes and how to
integrate their energies for spiritual development. New insights are shared on the difference
and similarities of the Golden Cities and The
Crystal Cities. Topics include: Why Should You
Move To A Golden City? Moving To A Golden
City Vortex. The Geometric Language Of The
Crystal Cities. Question and answer topics:
Diagnosis Of An Ill Friend. Decree To Release

Fear & Move Into The Heart Of Love. A diagnostic scan and healing recommendations. Reasons
to become Vegetarian.
Order #51900..........$9.95
NEW! MEMORY IS FREEDOM Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, February 24, 2000. In
this discourse Saint Germain outlines the first
Key to freedom from the wheel of karma. Topics
include: Eternal Memory; The true purpose of the
Oral Tradition; Memory-Heaven’s Treasure; Kali or
Tribulation, both are the Time Of Testing; “Listen
With Your Heart”; The role of a thousand eyes true memory and perception; Exercises to open
the memory; The seamless garment of experience. Order #22400..........$9.95
NEW! THE NEW CHILDREN Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, March 10, 2000. Before
anyone ever spoke of the Indigo Children, Saint
Germain spoke of the Children of the Seventh
Manu. We asked a question in response to many
of you asking for information regarding the
Indigo Children. We were amazed to discover
that they are indeed the same as the Seventh
Manu! These souls are very evolved souls
carrying information on the Upcoming Age Of
Transportation and many were incarnated
during the Times Of Ancient Atlantis. This
technology will change how we travel in this
plane and through the dimensions. This tape
also contains further information on the Golden
City areas known as the Stars (The center of a
Golden City Vortex.) Also, valuable information
regarding the use of the Violet Flame to increase
light in your life and the relationship of this
valuable mantra in the time of Kali Yuga. Also,
thought provoking information regarding Kali
Yuga (a time of less light on the Earth) and
Master Saint Germain’s teaching regarding the
Golden Age in a time of great darkness.
Order #0310200..........$9.95
NEW! PATH OF LIGHT Received through
Lori Adaile Toye, June 29, 2000. In the Path Of
Light Saint Germain shares several important
decrees to release fear. Also on this tape, a
discourse on the complete history of the Violet
Flame and how this ray force continues to serve
humanity. Topics include: Perfection and divinity
lie within. The seamless garmet of experience.
The Lords of Venus. The anchoring of the seven
secret sites and the vibral core of the Earth. The
building of the Seven Sacred Temples. Initiation
through Mercy, Compassion & Forgiveness.
Genetic manipulation. Retreat of the Violet
Flame into the Inner Earth. Question and answer
topics: “Om Sheahah” I AM as One. A violet
flame decree for balancing the fear of threat or
attack. Golden Cities as channels of ray forces
and the Violet Flame. Order #62900..........$9.95
THE POINT OF PERCEPTION – An I AM America
Classic! Received through Lori Adaile Toye,
October, 1997. Saint Germain presents a very
new way of looking at the process of co-creation.
A most thought provoking message!
Order #501..........$9.95
RAYS OF THE GOLDEN CITIES Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, June 1998. Rays of
Light and Sound coalesce life by Saint Germain.
Order #549..........$9.95

NEW! SACRED ENERGIES OF MOTHER
EARTH, NO. 1 A Study Of The Northern and
Southern Doors Of Golden City Vortices.
Received through Lori Adaile Toye, March 16,
2000. Saint Germain explains the subtle, yet
important information related to the northern
and southern doors (also known as gateways)
within the Golden City structure. This tape
contains very concise and exact instruction and
is important information for anyone wishing to
gain more insight of using energies of the
Golden City Vortex for healing and ‘instant
thought manifestation.’ The five Golden Cities of
the United States are used as models for
learning and understanding. Topics on this tape
include: The Sacrifice Of The Avatars and Saviors.
Shamballah - The City Of White Light. Desire Instant Thought Manifestation In A Golden City
Vortex - Ascension. Northern Doors Assist In The
Fruition Of Desires. Shalahah and Sananda’s
Vibration Of ‘At-One-Ment.’ Question and
Answer topics include: The difference between a
Spirit Guide and a Master Teacher. Union with
the I AM Presence. Order #31600..........$9.95
NEW! SACRED ENERGIES OF MOTHER
EARTH, NO. 2 Received through Lori Adaile
Toye, May 18, 2000. This discourse is a continuation of the teachings of the doorways (four
directions). Master Saint Germain outlines the
Eastern and Western doorways of Golden City
Vortices and their purpose at this time. Topics
include: The Cosmology Of The Four Doorways
Of A Golden City. Polar Shifts. Working With The
Spiritual Education Of Children. A Decree For
The Western Door To Expand Light. Connections
To Spirit Guides & The Great Cathedrals Of
Learning. The Akashic Libraries Of Egypt. The
Ancient Hall Of Records in Ancient Atlantis.
Gobean’s Greater Purpose For World Peace.
Manifestation Of Dreams In Malton. Purification
Of The Elemental & Invisible Nature Kingdoms.
Wahanee’s Alignment With The Golden City Of
Eabra (located in the Yukon). Balancing &
Healing Male & Female Relationships. The Fifth
Dimensional Hall Of Justice. The Healing Of The
Physical Body In Shalahah’s Eastern Door. New
Scientific & Technological Developments In
Shalahah. The Energy Templates Of Ascension
Valley & The Transportation Vortex. The
Gathering Of Many Tribes In The Eastern Door Of
Klehma. Question and answer topics: Liberating
The Consciousness From Dualistic Thinking.
Order #51800..........$9.95
NEW! SECRET TEACHINGS ON THE MAP OF
RINGS, An Introduction by Saint Germain;
Lesson taught by Sanat Kumara. Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, April 27, 2000. “It is the
Map Of Elemental Life Force for your planet. The
many ringed map is known as the Galactic Web.”
The map of the Earth’s Grid is often mentioned
by the Ascended Masters as ‘The Map Of Rings.’
Understanding the alchemy of Mother Earth
through the four elements helps to gain deeper
knowledge and understanding of the Golden
City Vortices. Sanat Kumara is a teacher of Saint
Germain’s who has given this indepth teaching
on the secrets of the ‘Map Of Rings.’ Topics
include: The Green Ray Of Scientific Development. The Map Of Elemental Life Force. The
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Birth Of The Christ. Transcending the Dual
Reality of Time. Prophecies of Three Great Wars.
Bi-location through The Map Of Rings. Gathering of souls through geographic sympathetic
harmonies. Collective Karma Question and
Answer topics include: Sympathetic resonance,
“There is no mistake, ever, ever, ever!” The natural
law and scientific precision of sympathetic
resonance. Questions on specific dietary
guidelines for expanding consciousness.
Order #42700..........$9.95
NEW! STARS OF THE GOLDEN CITIES
Received through Lori Adaile Toye, August 17,
2000. The Stars (Centers of Golden City Vortices)
play a very important role in Spiritual Evolution
and Transformation during the Great Changes.
This tape gives very detailed descriptions of the
purposes of the Stars and their unique qualities.
Saint Germain also shares updated Earth
Changes prophecies. This tape is a continuation
of lessons on Golden City Energies. Topics on this
tape include: Earth Changes events and the
Earth’s grid. The Unana of nature through the
Ruby and Gold Ray of Malton. The five initiations
to the spiral of ascension. The physical appearance of the Master Teachers. Prophecies after
the Earth Changes. Gobean, ancient mystery
schools of Egypt. Malton – mystery schools of
Atlantis. Wahanee – mystery schools of Ancient
Africa and the Sahara. The Vedas of Shalahah.
The mystery schools of the Pleiades in Klehma.
The City Of White – Shamballah. Volcanic
eruptions on the earth bring activations of the
grids. Questions and Answer Topics: Specific ray
forces for individuals. Starseeds. genetic lineage
and the Sponsor Teacher. The difference
between the Sponsor Teacher and the Master
Teacher. Many changes in the next 12 years on
the Earth. Prophecies of superstorms. Ascension
Valley and Stars of Golden Cities. The alignment
of Ascension Valley and the Star Of Klehma.
Living and visiting a Golden City Star.
Order #81700..........$9.95
TEACHINGS ON IMMORTALITY Saint Germain,
received through Lori Adaile Toye, August 1993.
Some of the most outstanding information on
immortality is contained on this tape. Named
after our dear friend, Sherry Takala, The Sherry
Tape was originally her personal reading with
beloved Saint Germain. Due to the nature of this
timely message, we decided to release this tape.
Remember, this recording is very authentic,
(dogs bark and doors slam), please overlook this
and receive some of the most thought provoking channeled material! Order #012..........$9.95
TEACHINGS ON SPIRITUAL FREEDOM Saint
Germain, Sananda, Kuan Yin and Beloved Mother
Mary. Received through Lori Adaile Toye, May,
1993. Simple, yet beautiful teachings that lead
us into the Age Of Spiritual Freedom. This
channeled work brings the wisdom and healing
energy of four of the best known spiritual
leaders and teachers in humanity’s history.
Order #006..........$9.95

to move to Golden Cities. This lesson also
contains information regarding the Chela and
Master Teacher relationship. Topics Include:
Eating Fruits & Grains For Higher Spiritual
Evolution. Using The Tube Of Light. ‘The I AM
Presence’ A Step-Down Transformer For The Rays.
A Decree To Invoke “The Tube Of Light.”
Questions and Answer Topics: Proper preparation for the Master Teacher through the use of
the Violet Flame. Order #71300..........$9.95
NEW! TEMPLES OF CONSCIOUSNESS
Received through Lori Adaile Toye, October 19,
2000. Saint Germain gives a very complete
lesson on the initiatory rites that one may
receive through the first five Golden Cities. He
also explains their spiritual purpose and
relationship to the human energy system
(chakras). This is a wonderful instruction for
those who wish to gain greater knowledge
regarding the purpose of the Golden Cities.
Topics include: “Prophecy is always given in that
nick of time so that things may change for a
different outcome.” Prophecies and purposes of
the Golden Cities during the great purification
of the Earth Changes. The purpose of the six
map scenario to give the true teaching of
prophecy and choice. Movement into the fourth
and fifth dimension through the eight sided cell
of perfection. Questions and Answer Topics: The
new population centers after the Earth Changes.
Order #101900..........$9.95
THREE SHAMBALLA MESSAGES Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, December 1994. Saint
Germain, Sananda and Divine Mother. Order
#500..........$9.95
THE TIME OF TESTING Received through Lori
Adaile Toye, September, 1999. The Earth
Changes will test our choices by Saint Germain.
Order #771..........$9.95
NEW! TRUE MEMORY Received through Lori
Adaile Toye, November 9, 2000 “There is no
Master Teacher who can free you, but yourself
and your own application of these laws eternal.
Compassion, develop it dear ones. Mercy,
understand it completely. Freedom, it is your
divine birthright!” Saint Germain gives spiritual
teaching on the archive of memory and how we
can work to attain Conscious Immortality. Also
continued instruction of the use of the Sacred
Violet Fire and the vegetarian diet. Topics
include: The body ages according to each
individual perception of time. Simultaneous
Reality and the function of True Memory. The
true purpose of time for the soul’s education and
higher awareness. Questions and Answers: True
Memory and touching the heart of the Great I
AM. Consciousness and it’s relationship to
physical immortality. Order #11900..........$9.95

NEW! UNDERSTANDING TIME Received
through Lori Adaile Toye, April 19, 2000.
Simultaneous experience and consciousness is
explored in this thought-provoking teaching on
‘time and perception’ by Saint Germain. This
discourse truly opens your mind to a new
NEW! TEACHINGS ON VIBRATION Received
perspective! This tape is a perfect companion to
through Lori Adaile Toye, July 13, 2000. Saint
the lesson, “The Point Of Perception, October,
Germain outlines three basic teachings to bring
1997.” Topics include: Uniting With The True Self /
higher vibration and frequency to Chelas unable
Decrees to invoke the I AM Presence / The
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Principle Of Unana / Duality and The Birth Of The
Senses / The Birth Of The Christ - practicing
Acceptance, Tolerance and Non-judgement. /
Sound - The Experience Of Simultaneous Reality
/ Experience, The Record Of Time / Decrees to reprogram consciousness. Question and Answer
topics include: Linear time. All life and experience contains order - Ordered Thought - Divine
Mind; Divine Love; Divine Will. The cycles of time,
Cosmic Wave Belts. The Aggregate Body of Light.
The Chem-Trails, disease, decay, conspiracies,
Why? “You are Spiritual Beings moving beyond
the Human Experience!” Akashic records of
Ancient Venus. Additional thoughts on the
Golden Ray. Order #41900..........$9.95
SUPER COSMIC PHYSICS A beautiful introduction on human energy fields and their relationship to individual thought, feeling and action.
Lenard Toye presents his experience of working
as a spiritual healer with the gift of auric vision
on this 60 minute cassette. If you have an
interest in your own healing ability and want to
know how you can help in the spiritual
transition, let this information become one of
your first powerful tools. Lenard presents basic
mystic knowledge with enthusiasm, humor and
practical knowledge. Order #011..........$9.95
A PROPHECY OF CHOICE FOR OUR NEW
WORLD Lori Adaile Toye delivers prophecies
from the Ascended Masters of upcoming Earth
Changes. These prophecies are presented as a
series of warnings that each individual can
change through adopting a sensitivity of
consciousness. Also included in this cassette is a
brief description of the I AM America Map and
an Earth Changes timeline depicting prophecies
for the planet from 1992 to 2,660. This cassette
also introduces the book Freedom Star which
teaches an ancient Hebraic form of interpreting
prophecies. Order #008..........$9.95
BIRTHCHANGES Recorded live at the Global
Sciences Congress. Contained in these Three
Cassette Tapes are: Tape One: Laws Of CoCreation which give you experiential tools to
change your life and co-create a New World.
Tape Two: Eleven Points Of Empowering Change,
presents the metaphoric and the mystic
message of prophecy. Tape Three: Your Divine
Being outlines the basics of geometric language,
the science of energy movement and mastery
techniques for greater self-healing in the
spiritual awakening.
Order #010..........$24.95 three tapes
INTERNATIONAL PROPHECY CONFERENCE
The audio tape of Lori Adaile Toye giving Earth
Changes updates from the Ascended Masters at
the International Prophecy Conference in
Philadelphia, Pa. October 27 & 28, 1995. This 90
minute lecture covers the Prophetic teachings of
the Ascended Masters of the updated Earth
Changes prophecies for the United States. Lori
explains a six map scenario of the progressive
geophysical change and the spiritual message of
each prophetic map. Order #262..........$9.95

Experience The Science Of Divine Intervention

GOLDEN CITY ENERGIES
Based On The Alchemcial Formulas Of St. Germain.
Vibrational Mineral Waters from Golden City Vortexes.

DURING THESE TIMES OF GREAT CHANGE the Ascended Masters prophesied that the Golden City Vortices
would contain many new energy anomalies for humanity to learn, develop and evolve through. According to Master Saint
Germain, certain minerals present within activated Golden Cities are vibration ally infused with energies that, “Are put
forward now, at this time, so that they can assist humanity in moving into the new dimensions and into understand
and developing their Godship and Creatorship.”
Working closely with this Beloved Master of Alchemy we have produced twelve of his Golden Age formulas
containing these minerals to assist spiritual development and healing in this most wondrous time. Golden City Energies
work at very subtle, spiritual levels and are a transforming, yet soothing blend from specific Golden City minerals and
essential oils of matching ray forces found within the vegetable kingdom.
In early 1989 Saint Germain taught, “The surface of this planet has offered herself to assist in
the cleansing of the lower bodies of mankind.” Through Golden City Energies, the science and blessing of Golden City Energies contain all natural ingredients
and are for external use only.
divine intervention continue to expand healing, transformation and grace as we enter into the Golden Age.

GOBEAN & El Morya
NORTHERN DOOR

Abundance
Breakthrough
Energies of Northern Doors
help us to create financial
abundance and are
“brought forward to bring
an end to poverty on the
planet.” This Golden City
Energy assists those whose
sense of lack has created
financial problems and
hardships. This is the “first
place to start to remove
financial blockages.”

NORTHEAST DOOR

Golden City Vortex Located Over Arizona & New Mexico
Qualities: Blue Ray, Transformation, Harmony & Peace

EASTERN DOOR

Prosperity &
Harmony
This Golden City Energy
blend continues to assist you
to remove financial obstacles
and creates a sense of
harmony and cooperation
when focused into work with
others, families and groups.

Harmony With
Others
Energies of Eastern Doors
embrace harmony and
cooperation with loved ones,
family members, friends and
groups. Share this Golden
City Energy with others at
work or play and begin to
Order #1002.........$9.95 enjoy cooperative,
harmonious relationships.
WESTERN DOOR

Order #1003.........$9.95

Understanding
Higher Knowledge
Order #1001.........$9.95
Western Doors assist us in
understanding higher
knowledge and to form links
with Spirit Guides. This
Golden City Energy helps us
to retain higher knowledge
for personal peace,
transformation and
harmony.

SOUTHEAST DOOR

Healing
Relationship
Are your relationships in
need of balance and
healing? This Golden City
Energy is especially
recommended for personal
one-on-one situations to
restore a healthy balance.

SOUTHERN DOOR

Balance
Restored
Southern Door energy helps
us to create healing at many
levels of body, mind & spirit.
This Golden City Energy
assists problems associated
with disharmony and a lack
of cooperation. An uplifting
Order #1004.........$9.95 energy that balances and
restores.
NORTHWEST DOOR

Financial Insight

SOUTHWEST DOOR

The Middle Way

This blend of two powerful
doorways helps this Golden
City Energy to sustain a
healing balance while
staying open to higher
knowledge and spiritual
assistance. “A man is not
learned because he talks
much; he who is patient,
Order #1005.........$9.95 free from hatred and pain,
he is called learned.” Buddha
Order #1006.........$9.95

A unique blend of Golden
City Energy helps to assist
financial abundance
through insights and higher
knowledge aimed towards
personal & planetary
transformation, harmony
and peace.
Order #1008.........$9.95

Order #1007.........$9.95

Golden City Vortex Located Over Idaho & Montana

SHALAHAH & Sananda Qualities: Green Ray, Healing, Prosperity & Abundance
SOUTHWEST DOOR

WESTERN DOOR

NORTHWEST DOOR

Assimilating Higher
Knowledge
Assimilate, Integrate and
Express the beauty of Higher
Knowledge. This Golden
City Energy is a perfect
choice for health practioners
as it assists this process and
enhances healing ability.

Golden Age
Knowledge
Let the New Age of peace and
prosperity flourish with the
help of this Golden City
Energy. The Western Door of
Shalahah helps to create
healing, prosperity and
abundance. So Be It!

Knowledge For
Prosperity
Let your financial plans and
economic health flow with
new opportunities, ideas and
paradigms. This Golden City
Energy is a blend of the
North and West doors of
Shalahah.

Order #4007.........$9.95

Order #4006.........$9.95

Order#4008.........$9.95

ASCENSION VALLEY

Healing &
Regeneration
A very special Golden City
Energy from Ascension
Valley located in Northern
Shalahah. Its vibrant,
invigorating energy unites
and heals the spirit. Perfect
for inner spiritual work and
preparing for the New Times.
Order #4010.........$9.95

Golden City Energies are absorbed through the skin and are for
external use only. They are used on pulse points (4 to 6 drops).
For best results do not allow water to contact plastics and apply
on wrists. Good to use before meditation and sleep.
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The I AM America Story
Prior to a dream in 1983, Lori Adaile Toye was a farm wife and
mother of three small children. Since she had been a student of Ascended Masters teachings from 1978, when four Beings in white robes
appeared in her dream and unrolled huge maps of North America,
showing imminent changes on earth, she quickly recognized these
Beings as the spiritual teachers she had been studying. Though she
didn’t act on this dream for several years, this event marked the dramatic beginning of her life’s work. Upon sharing her dream, a close
friend responded, “Oh, if only those changes could happen. Because
after those changes, there is supposed to be a global spiritual awakening.”
Five years later, encouraged by more friends, Lori began to probe
the dream through daily meditation, hoping that the details about
the prophecy from her dream would be revealed. The four Beings in
white robes appeared again and expressed willingness to share the
information. Six months of transmissions began. There were over
eighty sessions altogether. In the end, the earth changes material only
comprised about ten percent of what was communicated to Lori by
these Masters. The balance of the information was based in spiritual
teachings. As the material was analyzed, it became apparent that this
was the most detailed body of earth changes prophecy that the Western world had received in recent times. Although there had been other
maps created a century before, no modern day prophets had received
such impressive and specific details as this material. The Beings
stressed that this prophecy was a prophecy of choice; there are possibilities for tremendous opportunities in cooperation and harmony,
alongside the possibilities of tremendous cataclysm. The metaphor
for personal and group consciousness became apparent, we are choosing our future every day of our life.
It was clear to Lori that she had to produce the map. At that time,
the only available means of financing the project was for Lori to sell
her home. In a depressed market, her home sold on the first day and,

at her full asking price. This was her first sign that the map was supposed to be produced. Now, she struggled with ethical issues. She became concerned that people might misinterpret the message as “doom
and gloom” without seeing the metaphor for personal change or considering the spiritual teachings attached to the map. In September,
1989, the full color version of the I AM America Map showing the
earth changes prophecy for North America was produced. Distribution began immediately. With the last proceeds from the sale of her
home, Lori launched a lecture tour of the Northwest and California.
Overnight, there was a heavy demand for her as a speaker, articulating the message and the metaphor behind the map. Clearly, there was
an energy literally drawing people to the map and its message. All her
dreams were coming true.
In February 1990, Lenard Toye sat peacefully in meditation.
Suddenly he was told, “Go to Lori.” Startled by the commanding
voice, he was also perplexed. He did not know anyone by the name of
Lori. Two months later a friend shared his copy of the I AM America
Map. The Earth Changes Map of the United States was very affirming.
Many years earlier, young six-year-old Lenard realized that he was
different than most kids. He often had visions and could see the light
field or aura, around a person. Once he sat beside the Delaware River
with his father as the future flashed clairvoyantly before him, “Look,
Dad, the ocean’s here.” But to Lenard, the most interesting feature
of the map was not the radically changed coastlines. At the bottom, in
small type, the author’s name was Lori.
In July of 1990, he finally met Lori. She was living in the little
town of Asotin, Washington and a single mother. I AM America Maps
were rolled at the kitchen table. There was no staff, business phone
number, and orders were collected at the local post office that had
arrived by ‘word of mouth.’ Lenard immediately saw that he needed
to help. But he had no prior office experience whatsoever. Yet, he
loved a challenge. He was a professionally trained Opera Singer, and
knew that hard work and perseverance always paid off.

Lenard began to call agencies to distribute the map. Unfortunately,
no one was able to handle such an item. They would have to continue
to distribute and mail the maps themselves. A small office was rented
and work on transcribing tapes began. Lenard and Lori’s vision for I
AM America placed an emphasis on sharing the Ascended Masters’
prophecies as spiritual warnings, designed to heal and renew our lives.
They organized free classes of the spiritual teachings. In 1992 Lori
and Lenard became husband and wife, and their instructional pursuits
led them to Philadelphia, where they formed the School Of The Four
Pillars that included holistic and energy healing techniques. Over
200 students enrolled, but by 1994 the I AM America office, which had
relocated to Payson, Arizona had news. The I AM America Map would
be featured on NBC’s Ancient Prophecies. Soon, the Ascended Masters’
prophetic message would be shared with millions.
They quickly assembled a small staff to help fulfill orders. The
phone rang constantly and local volunteers rolled maps. Many people
identified with the prophecy and had similar experiences. Everyone
wanted to learn more. During the next six years Lori and Lenard’s
teamwork produced the New World Atlas Series, Vols. 1-3; the Freedom
Star World Map and Book; the 6-Map Scenario; and The United States
Golden Cities Map. In 1995 and 1996 they sponsored the
groundbreaking Prophecy Conferences in Philadelphia and Phoenix.
Today, the I AM America Foundation is a publishing and
educational company that is dedicated to disseminating the Ascended
Masters’ message of Earth Changes Prophecy and Spiritual Teachings
for self-development. Lenard and Lori and a small staff of volunteers
operate it, yet often it is still Lenard’s friendly voice that will take your
order or answer a question. “But be careful,” he says with a smile, “I
can see you over the lines.” Their books, maps, tapes and important
spiritual message that “A Change Of Heart Can Change The World,”
have been received throughout the United States, and over 30 foreign
countries. Their work has been featured on NBC’s Ancient Prophecies,
FOX’s Sightings, UPN’s Paranormal Borderline, London’s Carolton
Television, Art Bell and in The New York Times and New Age Journal.

Personal Readings with Lori Toye
For several years Lori
has been offering readings
that apply the ancient
sicence of India, Jyotish.
Jyotish (pronounced Joeteesh) is the traditional astrology of India. Throughout time many forms of astrology have existed all over the world, and it is
likely that Western Astrology was adapted from
earlier Egyptian and Babylonian cultures. But Eastern Indian Astrology is very unique. Since India is a
culture that has maintained its continunity from
ancient times, uninfluenced by the monotheistic
religions of Islam and Chrisitanity, a more comprehensive astrology has survived. Lori chose to study
Jyotish as it is also an ancient knowledge directly
related to Ascended Master Teachings. Sri Yuteswar,
who is the well known Master Teacher of
Paramahansa Yogananda, was an adept Jyotishi
and a student of the educational lineage of
Himalyan Avatar Master Babaji. Known as the ‘Science Of Light’, Jyotish is also the intricate personal
science of the Seven Rays Of Light and Sound. The
Grahas (graha is Sanskrit for planet) weave a web
of light and sound upon us at the moment of our
first breath into our earthly bodies. Under the spell
of this web of illusion, we are prisoners and held
captive in the field of actions, bound to cycles of
rebirth, karma (action) and dharma (purpose).
Jyotish was given to humanity before consciousness fell into the dark cycle of time, Kali-Yuga. It’s
origin is traced to the Vedic Rishi and seer, Parashara
Shakti and his great work, Brihat Parashara Hora
Shastra. Through understanding and applying this
profound system, we reintegrate and master the

light and sound of the Grahas, and their cup pours
spiritual light that illumines our life’s journey to
spiritual freedom and Ascension.
Jyotish is based upon the Sidereal Zodiac, which
corresponds to actual constellations and the fixed
locations of the stars in the sky. It’s Zodiac also orients to a central galactic sun, known as The Galactic Center and it takes approximately 25,000 years
for the Earth to make a full circuit. The famed psychic Edgar Cayce used a sidereal system, and predicted that it would prevail over time. According
to Dr. David Frawley, “Vedic astrology has existed
for over many thousands of years. A number of
changes of equinoctial positions similar to our Age
of Aquarius and similar shifts in the calendar have
been recorded in it. The Vedic system and its zodiac are based upon a continuity of culture that
goes back to the Age Of The Gods when human
beings still had communication with the intelligence of the cosmos.”

The astrology reading will focus on the Lagna
(sign of first house or ascendant); personal
Nakshatra sign of Lagna and Moon; planetary
placements through sign and bhavas (houses); the
difference between sidereal (Eastern) and tropical
(Western) astrology; Gochara (transits) and Dasa/
Bhukti planetary periods. (Vimshotarri Dasa system is the 120 year long, nakshatra based planetary
forecasting system developed by Parashara.)
A special emphasis will be placed on upayes (remedial measures) using Mantra (sound) and Gemstones (light). Recommendations will be made for
your chart.

Arrangements
In order for your chart to be calculated you must
supply accurate birth data. This includes Birth Date,
Birth Place and Time Of Birth. It is best to use the
Time of Birth as recorded on your birth certificate.
Please call the I AM America office to schedule your
appointment. Call Toll Free: (800) 930-1341. PerYour Reading
sonal consultations are offered by phone, (phone
A personal taped interpretation of your natal call is paid by client). Appointments are available
chart with Lori Toye. Lori utilizes classic Jyotish according to our schedule.
intrepetation, alongside psychic information which
gives a very insightful understanding of this life’s Fees
Payments by personal check, Visa, Mastercard,
experience, your past lifes and predictive future
events. A comprehensive study and analysis is American Express and Discover Card. Fees are paid
made of your birth chart prior to your reading. This prior to reading.
information becomes the basis of your one-on-one Personal Reading..........$175*
consultation that is approximately 1 1/2 to 2 hours. *A Natal Chart Analysis is usually completed in an hour
A chart printout is also included that provides the and a half. A ninety minute tape is provided for your
following: Rasi, Navamsa, Chandra Lagna, Bhava, reading. Once your consultation runs longer than the
Shad Bala, Ashtakavarga, Vimshotarri Dasa/Bhukti tape you will be advised to take notes. Consultations
running over 2 hours will be billed $75 per hour in
system.
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fifteen minute intervals.

pects were organized into a curriculum that
established a University Of Light, welcoming
guests to learn about and experience the God
within. Today, approximately 450 people reside in Findhorn and the Findhorn Foundation supports many efforts worldwide aimed
towards organic and sustainable agriculture,
reforestation, ecological architecture, alternative energy, resource conservation and wholistic
health care.
In the 1940’s Paramahansa Yogananda of the
Self-Realization Fellowship proposed the formation of “World Brotherhood Communities”
to practice “simple living and high thinking.”
In 1968, his disciple Kiryananda created
Ananda Village on 700 acres of land.
Yogananda always stressed that, “Environment
is stronger than will power,” suggesting that
like minded souls on a similar spiritual path
could create the ideal atmosphere for healing,
personal change and self-improvement.
Yogananda wrote in Autobiography Of A Yogi,
“A small harmonious group here may inspire
other ideal communities over the earth. A
colony exemplifying world brotherhood is
empowered to send inspiring vibrations far
beyond its locale.”

Know The Golden City
Spiritual Centers and
Future Population Areas

I AM America US
Golden Cities Map
Throughout the years many of you
have inquired about the exact locations
of the Golden City Vortexes, (also known
as the spiritually protected areas). During the Times Of Changes, many people
are relocating and want to enjoy the benefits of living in a Golden City Vortex. This
map features the five Golden Cities of the
United States. The professional, detailed,
full color cartography features:


THE EXACT LOCATIONS OF THE

FIVE UNITED STATES GOLDEN CITY

their cities, towns and the
road system to get you there.

VORTEXES,



GOLDEN CITIES ARE SPIRITUAL

PLACES TO LIVE AND CONTAIN

you can experience
now, with or without Earth Changes.
MANY BENEFITS

Most intentional communities seem by inspiration to reflect certain religious or spiritual
teachings. The Golden City Vortices also encourage and foster spiritual growth and personal development and offer a unique
anomaly. The architecture of the massive, pyramidal Vortices is designed by the Ascended
Masters in cooperation and harmony with
Mother Earth. Saint Germain reflects on this
profound truth in this 1989 Earth Changes
prophecy, “The surface of this planet has offered herself to assist in the cleansing of the
lower bodies of mankind.” The sacred symbology of the Golden Cities reinforces how
man’s consciousness, at this time, is evolving
from a third dimensional orientation to fourth
and fifth dimensional awareness. Introductory information about Golden Cities always
refers to these areas as ‘protected’ and that they
would serve as a focus for “interaction with
spiritual energy.”



CLOSE-UP CARTOGRAPHY OF EACH

as featured on
the I AM America Map.
GOLDEN CITY AREA

ISBN: 1-880050-64-1

Beautiful full color, unique door
poster. Size: 20” x 64”


explain the continued role of the Golden
Cities during the Times Of Changes and the blessing of divine intervention.
UPDATED PROPHECIES


Clear and concise information explains
the sacred geometry of a Golden City and the energies of the four
doorways.
LEARN ABOUT VORTEXES


their qualities and Ray Force.

THE ASCENDED MASTER TEACHERS

of each Golden City Vortex,

Order #110 Golden City Map.....$30
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New
World
Atlas
Vol.One
Prior to a dream in 1983, Lori
Adaile Toye was a farm wife and
the mother of three small children. Since she had been a student of Ascended Masters
teachings from 1978, when four
beings in white robes appeared
to her in a vision and unrolled huge maps of North America, showing imminent
changes on earth, she quickly recognized these Beings as the spiritual teachers
she had been studying. Five years later, Lori began to probe the vision through
daily meditation, hoping that the details about the prophecy would be revealed.
The Ascended Masters appeared again and expressed willingness to share the
information. Six months and eighty session later the most detailed body of earth
changes prophecy that the Western world had received in recent times was revealed. Ten percent of this material contained the I AM America Map of Earth
Changes for the United States. The balance of the remaining information contained
spiritual teachings. This book is the first volume of those teachings. Ascended
Master Saint Germain presents prophecies for a new time and practical solutions
that can heal and transform our lives. The teachings contained in this book state
that cataclysmic and devastating earth changes can be lessened or averted through
a change in humanity’s heart and mind.
THIS NEW REVISED EDITION CONTAINS 56 EARTH CHANGES MAPS AND ILLUSTRATIONS, from the Original I AM America Map information.
THE TWELVE JURISDICTIONS timely and inspirational advice from the Ascended
Masters about living in the “times of great change.”
REVISED PRINT ON DEMAND VERSION features a large text format and 8 1/2 x
11 book is perfect for studying and highliting.
ALL OF THE ORIGINAL MATERIAL FROM THE I AM AMERICA MAP explains the
Ascended Masters’ prophecies of change for humanity and the earth.

New World Atlas Vol.Two
This is the original material containing the Earth Changes Maps and
Prophecies for Japan, China, Australia and India. These prophecies are
taught by Kuan Yin, who is known as the Bodhisattva of Mercy and Compassion. Her teaching is backdropped against the Earth Changes Map
known as “The Greening Map.” As she shares thought provoking prophecies of change, she also gives complete spiritual teaching and insight on
Free Energy, and how it is applied for healing purposes with the opening
of the Feminine.
Kuan Yin also prophesies a global spiritual awakening alongside
possible cataclysmic Earth Changes and a new age of peace. This book
and New World Atlas,
Volume Three are the
perfect accompaniment
to understanding the
Freedom Star World
Map.
Earth Changes
Prophecies included:
•The splitting apart of
Australia and its new inland sea.
•The rising of the Himalayan Mountains.
•India becomes an island.
•High tides and tsunamis
cover Japan.
•The heating of the
oceans and the melting
of the polar ice-caps.
ISBN: 1-880050-07-2
•Korea breaks into islands.
•The Fertile Plain of China becomes a new bread-basket for the entire world.
Spiritual Prophecies included:
The prophesied 1500 year long period of ecological alchemy; New flora and
fauna covers the planet; The consciousness of Unana; The opening of the
feminine energy, Soletata; The New Children of The Seventh Manu, (Indigo
Children) prophesied to be born.

Order #016: New World Atlas, Volume Two (Print On Demand Version)........$25
Maps Of Canada
Global Warming.
The Thirteen Starseeds.
The Inland Tunnels and Underground Caverns Of
Canada.
Changes in the St. Lawrence River.
The Guiding Light - Edmonton; spiritual prophecies
240 descriptive pages and 56 earth changes maps
for Calgary; Ottawa, the City Of Beauty.
that include:
Prophecies of Baffin Island.
Maps Of The United States
The New Western Coast Of The United States.
Maps Of Mexico and Central America
Flooding Of The Mississippi River.
Golden Cities Of Mexcio and Cuba.
The New Gulf Of Mexico.
The break-up of the Baja Peninsula.
Dramatic Climate Changes Of The East Coast.
Prophecies of the Yucatan.
Prophecies for Seattle, Los Angeles, San Diego,
The Lake Of Mirrors and Time Compaction.
Detroit, Houston, Chicago, Detroit, St. Louis, New
York, Philadelphia, Washington D. C., Miami.
Maps Of South America
Close-ups of The Five Protected Areas of the
Prophecies of the Andes Mountains and The Amazon
United States to live during the times of changes.
Valley.
Ascended Master Prophecies For The Golden Age
Prophecies for Rio de Janerio.
Vortex Structures and The 17 Golden City VortiMother Marys prophecies and the New Mystery
ces Of America. Safe (Protected) Areas during the
Schools.
Times Of Changes.
The Three Sisters of South America - protected areas.
What is an Ascended Master and what role will
The New Children and The Swaddling Cloth of Brazil.
they play during the Earth Changes?
Atlantis and the New Lands of South America.
Polar Shift and its relationship to the Ascension
process and the Fifth Dimension.

Learn The Prophecies From The I AM America
Map! See close-up maps that are very detailed
and easy to read from the I AM America United
States Map. This book contains 56 earth changes
maps and 240 descriptive pages of prophecies
from the Ascended Masters.

Order #002: New World Atlas,
Volume One (Print On Demand
Version)........$30
ISBN: 1-880050-01-3

From The New World Atlas Series

New World Atlas Vol.Three
New World Atlas Three is the final book in the New
World Atlas series and contains the Ascended Masters’ prophecies for Europe and Africa, The Map Of
Exchanges. This Earth Changes Map and its prophetic
messages were received through over thirty chanISBN: 1-880050-05-6
neled sessions that were recorded, compiled and edited by the husband and wife team of Lenard and Lori Adaile Toye.
Cataclysmic Earth Changes prophecies are delivered through the Master Teachers El Morya, Lady Nada and Kuthumi. The New Millennium may
birth itself with erupting volcanoes, ocean engulfing earthquakes and find
Mother Earth wearing an altogether new geography, but according to the
spiritual teachers, these Earth Changes are not imminent. Alongside each
prophecy of devastation is the spiritual message of choice and consciousness. With each individual heart lies “the gentle revolution which can redirect the course of such events.” Truly, each prophecy is a warning designed
to teach the spiritual and creative force of choice. Each choice you make
today will create the world you live in tomorrow. The time is now!
190 descriptive pages and 17 earth changes maps that include: Maps
Of Europe; Changes in the human aura; Melting of the polar ice caps; AIDS
and Earth Changes; The Ice-Sheeting of Europe; Maps Of Africa; Changes in
Earth’s orbit around the Sun; Changes in the world political and economic
systems; Maps Of The Middle East; Man-made cataclysm in the Mediterranean; Mass Ascension; Golden City Vortex locations throughout Europe,
Africa, Russia and The Middle East; New Lands and Continents throughout
the entire world (near Hawaii, New Zealand and Easter Island).

Order #017: New World Atlas, Vol. Three (Print On Demand Version)........$30
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ORDERED BY:
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STATE

ZIP

COMPANY NAME

I AM
America

FOUNDATION
CALL TOLL FREE

(800) 930-1341

SHIP TO:

UNITED STATES & CANADA
or (520) 474-1341

NAME
ADDRESS

PHONE (

CITY

STATE

)
ZIP

OR TOLL FREE FAX

(888) 930-8799 or (520) 474-8799
MAIL YOUR ORDER TO:
P.O. Box 2511, Payson, AZ 85547

COMPANY NAME

____CHECK (Please allow an additional 10 days for check clearance.) ____MASTERCARD ____VISA ____AMERICAN EXPRESS ____DISCOVER

CARD#__________________________________________EXP DATE____________SIGNATURE________________________________

WE ALSO OFFER SECURE, ONLINE ORDERING AT OUR WEBSITE: http://www.iamamerica.com
Do you have e-mail? If you would like to join I

Do you know someone who would like to receive a FREE I AM America Newsletter/Catalog?

AM America News Online, send your e-mail

NAME_____________________________________________________________________________

address to: iamlen@cybertrails.com
ADDRESS__________________________________________________________________________

or enter below and mail to us.

Thanks!

CITY_________________________________________STATE__________ZIP____________________

e-mail address:________________________

ITEM#

HOW MANY

PLEASE ALLOW 2-3 WEEKS TO RECEIVE YOUR ORDER

DESCRIPTION

CANADIAN & FOREIGN
ORDERS

Please call for shipping quote. Please use Credit
Card or send U.S. FUNDS drawn on a U.S. Bank
only. We do not ship to Mexico, Central America
or South America by Postal Services. We can ship
to authorized UPS zones, call for a quotation.

All Prices Subject To Change
Without Notice

UNIT PRICE

TOTAL PRICE

SHIPPING & HANDLING

IF SUBTOTAL IS

CONTINENTAL U.S. ONLY

From $.00 to $15.00 ..................................................................... $4.50
From $15.01 to $35.00 ................................................................. $6.50
From $35.01 to $55.00 ................................................................. $7.50
From $55.01 to $75.00 ................................................................. $8.50
From $75.01 to $110.00 ............................................................... $9.50
From $110.01 to $210.00 ........................................................... $10.50
From $210.01 to $300.00 ........................................................... $11.50
Over $301.01 .............................................................................. $11.50

All orders shipped Priority Mail

Arizona Residents Add 8% Sales Tax
SHIPPING & HANDLING
FOREIGN ORDER SHIPPING FEE
NET TOTAL
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“Ascended Masters have laid out the
future geography of the planet!”
~THE NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE

Freedom Star Book
The Power Of Prophecy has always been held in the
Power Of Interpretation. The Oracles Of Delphi were
surrounded by five interpreters who gave their inISBN 1-880050-04-8 sights on each prophecy. Native American prophets
traditionally utilized one or several steadfast translaFreedom Star
tors to share their messages and Ancient Hebrew
Updated Edition
84 pages
Prophets never allowed prophecy to be heard unless
if it was scrutinized three times. In all cases of ancient
prophecies, it was extremely rare for the prophet to
interpret or to publicly share the gift of prophecy. In
this rare and unique booklet, Lori Adaile Toye honors
the ancient tradition of interpreting prophecy. Acting as prophet, translator and interpreter, she utilizes
the Ancient Threefold Technique for the Ascended
Masters’World Earth Changes Map, Freedom Star. This
Plus shipping
booklet contains extremely detailed and stunning in& handling
formation for the Americas, Europe, Africa, Japan, Asia
and Australia. Concise literal descriptions of prophesied events and a pull out 8 1/2” x 14”, Earth Changes
Map of the World.
Order #003 Freedom Star Book ................................... $9.95

$ 95
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Moving Into Our
New World Video
The Perfect Companion
To The I AM America Map
Lori Adaile Toye presents
the Earth Changes events
as they were given to her in
a series of dreams and visions for the future United
States. All areas of the
United States are covered
in detail along with the locations of the safe places,
(Golden City Vortexes), to
live in the future. Detailed
and specific information, 1
hour and 15 minute video.
Perfect for centers and
groups and for gaining an
overall understanding of
the prophecies. Order
#005..........$29.95

ISBN: 1-880050-005

